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Peter - the educator
Early computational physics courses that have been
described in the archival literature include Peter Borcherd’s [4]
class taught since about 1984 in laboratory format and Steven
Gottlieb’s [5] class since 1987, although his paper is dated
much later. I have been teaching such a course since 1988
again with a manuscript published only in 2014 [6]. Although
developed independently these have loose similarities, such as
hands-on experience in class. [References here ]
Undergraduate courses work best with one (or more)
associated textbooks, [ see details].
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Textbooks
Undergraduate courses work best with one (or more)
associated textbooks. The more widely used ones for
Computational Physics include Koonin’s books in several
languages with the first in BASIC dating from his course in
1983 at Caltech and Gould and Tobochnik’s early book in
TRUE BASIC from 1988. Later outstanding books include
those written by Gould, Tobochnik and Christian, and
recent and several web based creations. There are many
more recent books of substantial merit, including but not
limited to Giordano [7] from 1997 as well as several web
collections in diverse languages (of the spoken, not
computer flavour), notably Joaquin Marro’s spanish
material [8].

My classroom at the Technion
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Textbooks, ctd and websites
Titus Beu [9] has recently published an excellent
book with python and C/C++ codes. Giordano’s
book has an interesting section on
interdisciplinary topics and it’s second edition,
(with Nakanishi) has python and associated
MATLAB exercises and solutions. As mentioned
on the previous slide, there are also a large
number of excellent websites with great
material, many of whose authors are in this
room.
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Course survey
A short survey passed around at recent conferences and in the author’s
vicinity has had some interesting responses and covers preferences on
algorithms, evaluation method(s) and correct coding practices. Algorithms of
choice are somewhat dependant on the responders’ research area, but include
MonteCarlo (several types), Density Functional Theory, GW (Green’s Function/
screened Coulombinteraction), numerical analysis, iterative procedures, ODE
solutions, molecular dynamics numerical methods for PDEs, Metropolis, WangLandau, Verlet, particle dynamics, agent models, and percolation. All
respondents except one consider vizualization important, and everyone
considered correct coding practices important. The big variations were on
evaluation practices. Again all but one person used projects, gave homework,
had class lectures, but in each case the exception was a different individual. In
addition to the textbooks mentioned above, only Allen and Tildesley’s
“Computer simulation of liquids” was mentioned more than once in the
responses.
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Some features of Peter's course. For comparison my
course details in () brackets. Happy to get (please) more
sets by email.
DATE: pre '86 (1988 Tel Aviv, 1990 onwards Technion)
HARDWARE: 20 BBC Micro, dot-Matrix (7 LINUX workstations, laser printer.)
LOCATION: in Lab, 2 exercise sections (classroom, several students per screen)
LANGUAGE: BASIC - later PYTHON (FORTRAN/C/MATHEMATICA/PGPLOT/AViz)
Peter became a strong supporter of Python and has written widely on it. At left is an image from
one his examples: NewtonRaphson method: basins of attraction of cube roots of unity (real root
at right edge). See also Python Link. Several people in this room are python experts. I am not.
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Peter - the organiser
I hope this brief introduction starts some
discussion and I now move to Peter's
organizational side.
There are a number of physicists who
pioneered the organization of Computational
Physics activities, I chose to speak about Peter as
he was the person who dragged me into these
activities.
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Some personal notes
I first met Peter in 2005 when I represented The Israel Physical Society
(IPS) at an EPS meeting in Berne. (I was then the president of the IPS, and
rather overwhelmed in Berne; he was very helpful. There was a terrorist
attack in London during the meeting, I hope I helped the English delegates
calm down.)
It seems that he had been searching for female members for C20, the
Computational Physics Commission, and when I then arrived as an invited
speaker at CCP2008 in Ouro Preto he pounced to ask me to join C20. Well,
after a few terms I tried to resign but ended up back as an associate member.
Today - 6 female members.
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Peter - role in C20 and EPS/CPG
Many excellent Computational Physicists had important roles in both
EPS/CPG and C20 and I am sure short talks about them would fit a
future CCP meeting.
Peter was ``on the spot'' at the time that Computational Physics
achieved recognition as a IUPAP Commission in its own right and was
a founding member. Several ``competing'' international meetings
coalesced to their present format and three year Asia/America/Europe
cycle.
Peter also played a major role in the EPS/CPG group for many
years, and I reference his account on the group
"https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/32749966/pdf-8703mb-europhysics-news
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SUMMARY
Peter Howard Borcherds studied electrical engineering for his BSc but
then became interested in mathematical physics. He was awarded an
MSc and PhD in physics, and was appointed lecturer in physics at the
University of Cape Town. He later worked at Aldermaston before
becoming a lecturer in physics at the University of Birmingham, where
his particular interests were the use of computers in physics and the
involvement in scientists in politics. He retired in 2004 He married
Margaret Elizabeth Greenfield, and they had four children, including
the scientist Richard Borcherds, and the mathematics teacher Michael
Borcherds Source: Richard Borcherd biography http://wwwhistory.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Borcherds.html
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Thank you
Thank you Peter for mentoring.
Thank you Pauline Trigg and Martin Freer for providing photographs.
Thank you Amy for all the help, and Martin for your amazing organization.
To all present - lets try to raise more interest in reporting on
Computational Physics education! (USA PRETTY GOOD, Europe needs
improvement.)
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